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Chapter 1

2013

1.1 May

Discourse of Planned Cities, Initial Thoughts, Coventry (2013-05-28 22:24)

[1]

When initially reading the brief, what struck me, as an interesting idea to explore was that of change within
planned cities and how these changes affect human behaviour and society. Inevitably, Coventry became the
city I wanted to focus these notions on. War, politics and crime, which have affected both the landscape and
people of Coventry both historically and presently, I feel, are riveting notions to investigate. Additionally to
this, I want to delve into and question how far a humans environment can structure and mould who they are
and how they behave, and how the changes and developments within Coventry’s landscape have worsened,
bettered or simply evolved the people of Coventry. My aim is to focus on the affects these changes have on
planned cities socially and physically.

Coventry, the city of Peace and Reconciliation, was reduced to rubble after the German blitz in 1940. The
attack was a tragedy of immense proportion, which destroyed the city and caused the deaths of approximately
600 civilians. However, the murderous event was not satisfied with revenge or hostility. Instead, the people of
Coventry adopted a much more inspiring and powerful attitude, that of acceptance, peace and reconciliation.
The city and its people became renowned for this inspiring turn around. They re-built the city from the
ground, transforming its landscape whilst still maintaining medieval traits. Here I can focus on the key
elements from the war within Coventry such as Coventry Cathedral. This piece of Coventry’s history I feel is
key in proving how changes in Coventry’s landscape have affected the people of Coventry’s behaviour and
how these behaviours have changed over time. A city compared to the legend of The Phoenix, rose from the
ashes, as did the people, but this changed over time.

Once hopeful, united and determined, people in Coventry have been diminished to unemployment, crime
and unfulfilled plans, a saddening contrast. In relation to the latter, I want to investigate areas of the city,
which have the highest crime rates and unemployment and study the environments and compare what these
areas were like in the past. I could find out which buildings were designed for workers or which were the
main factories and businesses and what these buildings are used for now, something worthwhile or nothing at
all? Before, Coventry had a high employability rate, which slowly decreased after the war. However, these
negativities could be challenged by the cities modern developments and diverse society: it has two universities,
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large modern shopping centres, new buildings and is home to a range of races, cultures and religions which
shows how the city and its people have evolved.

My idea to focus on changes in environments and how this affects people’s behavior links to the ideas presented
by Skinner. Philosopher B. F. Skinner saw humans as no different to animals, rebelling against the more
romantic idea that human action was the result of inner emotions, thoughts and drives, otherwise known
as the ‘psyche’. Skinner was more inspired by Pavlov’s work, which indicated humans should be analyzed
as physical beings interacting with their environment. However, Skinner went beyond this with his theory,
‘operant conditioning’ a method of learning that occurs through rewards and punishments for behavior.
Through these rewards and punishments, an association is made between a behavior and a consequence for
that behavior. This philosophical distinction allowed for the incredible variety of human difference, while
allowing adhesion to the behaviorist line that humans were basically creatures of their environment. With this
theory in mind, it makes me wonder how far Coventry’s environment and changes within the environment are
responsible for the people’s behavior and determinants. And so my aim is to focus on the changes both past
and present Coventry’s landscape has been summoned too and how this has affected the people of Coventry
due to the effects of war, politics and changes within modern society.

Below is a mind map of what I hope to investigate to reach a conclusion.

[2]

1. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/screen-shot-2013-05-29-at-22-46-08.png

2. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/202mc-discourses-of-planned-citiescoventry.png
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History of Coventry (2013-05-30 15:06)

[1] http://www.theherbert.org/collections/coventry-history

2,000BC to 500
BC
Bronze Age settlement at Baginton

2,000BC to AD43
Bronze Age and Iron Age settlement at Ryton-on-Dunsmore

100BC to AD43
Iron Age settlements in the area south of Coventry

AD60 to 80
The Roman army builds and occupies a fort at the Lunt,
Baginton

600 to 800
There is an Anglo Saxon settlement at Baginton

Around 700
Osburg is abbess of a nunnery in what is now Coventry city centre

1016
St Osburg’s nunnery is destroyed by the Vikings

1043
Leofric and Godiva endow the Benedictine Priory, which later became Coventry’s first cathedral
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1086
Coventry is listed in the Domesday Book

1147
Coventry Castle is taken by King Stephen during a civil war

1340
Coventry’s first merchant guild, the Guild of St Mary, is set up. Construction begins on St Mary’s Guild Hall

1345
Coventry is granted its Charter of Incorporation by King Edward III. This gives it the right to elect a mayor
and to have a council

1355
Work begins on building the city walls

1451
A charter of King Henry VI creates the ’county of the city of Coventry’. This gives the city more independence
and boosts its income

1456 and 1459
As the city grows in importance, Parliament meets twice at the Benedictine Priory

1455 to 1485
The Wars of the Roses. Both sides in the war try to take control of Coventry

1519
Seven Lollards are burnt to death in Coventry for heresy

1536 to 1539
King Henry VIII closes down the religious houses. Coventry’s first
cathedral is closed and demolished

1555
Protestant martyrs are burnt to death in Coventry for heresy

1570
Mary Queen of Scots is imprisoned in Coventry
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1642 to 1649
The English Civil War. In one of the first acts of the war, Coventry refuses to let King Charles I into the city.
Royalist prisoners kept in Coventry are ignored by local people, giving rise to the phrase ’sent to Coventry’

1678
The first record of a Godiva Procession

1705
The first record of ribbon weaving in Coventry

1727
The first record of watchmaking in Coventry

1769
Coventry Canal is completed

1821
The first gasworks in Coventry is opened, providing gas lighting for many streets

1841 to 1849
George Eliot lived in Coventry

1832
Ribbon weavers riot and destroy steam powered looms in the city

1838
The first railway line to Coventry opens

1849
Cholera outbreak in the city

1860
The ribbon industry crashes, causing widespread unemployment

1867
The Coventry Exhibition is held in the new market hall. It has displays of local industry, antiquities, natural
history and art
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1868
The first cycle to be made in Britain is made in Coventry

1883
Singers cycle company start a football club which later becomes Coventry City Football Club

1888
Alfred Herbert sets up his machine tool company

1895
Sandy Lane generating station begins supplying electricity to the city

1897
The first car to be made in Britain is made in Coventry

1904
Courtaulds opens a factory in Coventry to produce the first artificial silk to be made in Britain

1908
Coventry’s first council houses are built in Narrow Lane

1914 to 1918
First World War. Coventry is a major centre of war production

1921
The War Memorial Park opens

1936
An IRA bomb explodes in Broadgate, Coventry, killing five people

1938
The Indian Workers’ Association is set up in Coventry

1939 to 1945
Second World War. Coventry is a major centre of war production

1940
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Coventry Cathedral is destroyed during the Blitz

1944
Coventry is twinned with Stalingrad – the first twinning of cities

1948
The new Broadgate, is opened by Princess Elizabeth. This is the first part of the redevelopment of Coventry
after the war

1958
The Belgrade Theatre opens

1960
The Herbert Art Gallery and Museum opens

1962
The new Coventry Cathedral is consecrated

1967
Coventry City are promoted to the top division for the first time

1979
Coventry bands the Specials and the Selecter launch the 2-Tone movement

1982
The Pope visits Coventry

1987
Coventry City FC win the FA Cup

2005
The Ricoh Arena opens, providing a new ground for Coventry City and a major concert venue

2010
The Herbert Art Gallery & Museum wins the Guardian Kids in Museums Family Friendly Award - the most
family friendly museum in Britain!

2012
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Olympic football takes place in Coventry

Above is a history of Coventry taken from the Herbert Art Gallery website, which hosts archives,
images and informations about the rich history of Coventry. I want to focus on the changes within Coventry,
in particular employment, power, politics and new developments. The outline set out above shows the
immense amount of industries the city has created and developed. Today, I will meet up with photographer
Andy McGeechan, who has documented Coventry for many years and possesses an in depth knowledge on
the history of Coventry and the buildings within it’s landscape. I will also visit Herbert Art Gallery to
gain some more information. A friend also suggested I refer to a Facebook page dedicated to the history of
Coventry as a resource for research.

[2] https://www.facebook.com/MemeoriesOfCoventry

1. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/screen-shot-2013-05-30-at-13-06-39.png

2. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/screen-shot-2013-05-30-at-13-12-22.png
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1.2 June

Meeting with photographer Andy McGeechan (2013-06-03 21:16)

[1] Me
and Andy McGeechan

Having made a general plan and a basis of research for this brief, I hoped to find a worthwhile focus.
The areas I want to explore: unemployment, politics, changes in landscapes, which have affected the changes
within society and the people within Coventry are quite open to many deviations and locations within this
planned city. It gives me a broad understanding, which I need to narrow but nonetheless, it offers a good
basis to start from.

To reduce these ideas for the brief into something more concise and constructive I met and chat exten-
sively, or rather he spoke extensively whilst I listened attentively, to Andy McGeechan, a photographer, with
an extensive, almost envious knowledge on Coventry and it’s history. Andy is one of those rare people with
an innate intelligence; speech and fact intertwine with such fluidity it’s as if one is listening to an open
encyclopedia. His mind and reactions to the spaces that surround him are like an intricate web of information,
possessing the ability to jump from one topic to the next with ease whilst still maintaining the initial topic of
conversation.

To get the ball rolling and to limit his capacity to talk about the entire history of Coventry, I informed him
on what topics I did want to discuss and focus on. I introduced Andy to my initial plan and the key themes
I hoped to explore for the brief: industrialization: the factories, workers, World War II, with reference to
Coventry Cathedral perhaps, unemployment, politics: the rise of the Labour party and Maggie Thatcher,
modern Coventry and building developments, such as Coventry University and how these changes, both in
the landscape and socially have had an affect and changed the people of Coventry. I wanted to discuss the
up, down motion Coventry has been summoned to and the affects this has had on society. Once high, then
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low, than high, than low then building high again, the decline and rise of work, building developments and
the people of Coventry has been a whirlwind extravagance.

Andy recommended I read and took reference from four different books. The main book being, ‘Twen-
tieth Century Coventry’ by Kenneth Richardson, which discusses Coventry’s industrial history and buildings
in depth, as well as the war, planning and the people of Coventry. It describes the rise and fall of the people
of Coventry reflecting the equally tumultuous industries and developments. George Demidowicz titles the
next book, ‘A Guide to the Buildings of Coventry’ which Andy pointed out, ‘does exactly what it says on
the tin’. Andy flicked through the pages of this glorious little book, filled with historic photographs, dates
and names, admitting it’s ‘slightly exhaustive but incredibly thorough and interesting!’ Another book with
similar attributes is titled, ‘The Buildings of England: Warwickshire’ by Nicholas Pevsner and Alexandra
Wedgwood, which explores the history of the buildings and landscapes of Coventry and Warwickshire. The
final reference is a fold out type book named, ‘Coventry and Kenilworth, Cassini Maps’. The book holds
different maps of Coventry from different decades and centuries, showing in vivid detail growth comparisons
of this planned city. As you flick through and inevitably draw comparisons between these different maps, you
fall witness to how Coventry has been catapulted into one of the great English cities! You see how Coventry’s
industries have expanded as well as transportation becoming poignant, as Coventry is now central to many
of Britain’s main cities.

[gallery type=”square” ids=”21095,21094,21096,21097”]

After looking through the books, in particular the Cassini Maps and Twentieth Century Coventry, Andy
offered some information on the buildings, which could be of interest and hold many of the themes I hope to
explore. He spoke of the histories of certain buildings. This included buildings which were once the leading
factories and main breadwinners, such as Iceland which was once Rover car factory with capsulated frontages
which were scrubbed out in the 1950’s. He spoke of the university buildings, in particular William Morris and
Ellen Terry. He went onto the shadow factories, Jaguar and Peugeot and how the factories were dispersed to
the outer sides of the city during the war so they would not be destroyed, such as to Allesley and Canley.
Andy suggested that if I wanted to learn more about the main industries that being the manufacturing, cars
and engineering industries, was to visit the Transport Museum, to gain more information and fact about the
leading manufactures and factories through the history of Coventry.

Andy also offered information how the changes within governments and war changed the landscapes and
people within Coventry. He described how Coventry was once, ‘shimmering’ full of hope, work and money.
Despite being dimmed through the tragedies of war, Coventry and its people remained determined and carried
on. However, changes in government, modern life and the failures of many industries caused a paramount
shift. People became unemployed, meaning more people relied on doll money and crime rates increased. The
city lost finances, the rush of the golden age, so could no longer fund projects to improve and rebuild the
city. Yet despite all this the city still had hope. Due to modern technology and the importance of education
forever increasing the city has become and is still evolving into a great city. Universities, museums and the
arts have coloured the city whilst its people are reflecting these new excitements.

The conversation gave me much food for thought and Andy tipped me to explore certain buildings within
the city but the gaps and so on I must fill in alone!

1. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/img_3714.jpg
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A walk from Gosford Street to City Centre (2013-06-03 21:23)

After meeting Andy I felt compelled to explore Coventry, documenting anything to emulate Andy’s attitude
towards seeing shapes, colours, architecture and history, as opposed to dull, grey Coventry. I was slightly
influenced to focus on places that I want to focus on but nonetheless began to see Coventry in a different
way. A part of the brief is to disperse ourselves within our locations which I felt this documentation of my
surroundings allowed me to do.

Despite enemy air raids and a vast increase in population, Coventry retains many of its medieval
buildings. The churches of the Holy Trinity and St John, with the two sixteenth century hospitals, Ford’s
and Bond’s, remain. So does the fine Guild Hall of St. Mary the traditional centre of the town’s government,
now restored and cared for as carefully as it has ever been. The Cathedral formerly the parish church of
St. Michael, was burnt out in the raid of November 1940, but its walls still survive and its tower and spire,
among the tallest in Britain, are preserved intact. The principal damage lies in the smaller buildings. The
half-timbered houses, the top shops in which weavers and watchmakers once worked, many of these have now
fallen victim to neglect, enemy action and the real necessities of replanning.

Below are some images I had taken whilst walking around Coventry, from Gosford into the city
centre to the transport museum then up towards the Cathedral and finally Hay Lane. The city is a mixture
of old and new, in both buildings, architecture and materials.

Far Gosford Street is one of the few streets in Coventry to have survived the combined effect of
modernisation, the effect of dilapidation and the Blitz. Both the medieval street and some of its buildings
are preserved. During the Blitz in November 1940, Gosford Street largely escaped serious damage, making it
a highly cultural and historical place to ponder through.

Whilst looking around during my walk I realised how far Coventry University interrupts the cities
landscape and recognised the delicate combination of old and new, Georgian and modern that is evident
within the city.

Photographs © Sophie Moet

Hover or click on images to view captions

[gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21108,21109,21110,21111,21112,21113 -
,21114,21115,21116,21117,21118,21119,21120,21121,21122,21123,21124 ,21125,21126,211-
27,21128,21129,21130,21131,21132,21133,21134,21135 ,21136,21137,21138,21139,21140,2-
1141,21142,21143,21144,21145,21146,2 1147,21148,21149,21150,21151,21152,21153,21154-
,21155,21156,21157,2 1158,21159,21160,21161,21162,21163,21164,21165,21166,21167,211-
68,2 1169,21170,21171,21172,21173,21174,21175,21176,21177,21178,21179,211 80,21181,2-
1182,21183,21184,21185,21186,21187,21188,21189,21190,211 91,21192,21193,21194,21195-
,21196,21197,21198,21199,21200,21201,2120 2,21203,21204,21205,21206,21207,21208,212-
09,21210,21211,21212,2121 3,21214,21215,21216,21217,21218,21219,21220,21221,21222,21223,2122
4,21225,21226,21227,21228,21229,21230,21231,21232,21233,21234,21235, 21236”]
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Spon Street (2013-06-03 21:32)

As a part of my immersion within this medieval city of Coventry, I created a short video of Spon Street which
still holds many of it’s original architectural traits. I wander through Spon Street regularly as I live on that
side of the city. This video shows the audience, the city at night from my perspective.

[vimeo http://vimeo.com/52752307]

Herbert Art Gallery, Historic Coventry (2013-06-06 13:25)

I visited Herbert Art Gallery to educate myself on the history of Coventry, paying particular attention to the
Blitz, industrialization and modern Coventry. I wanted to gain more facts and statistics regarding its history
and changes within this planned city in recent times. Coventry and its people were shimmering bright despite
the war but suddenly dimmed and withered in the 70’s when Conservatives were in power and have witnessed
highs and lows ever since. I wanted to gain more facts about these changes and how this affected its people.

[gallery type=”square” ids=”21243,21242,21257,21244,21245”]

The exhibition separates the history of Coventry into three key periods: City of Spires, covering
the late medieval and early Tudor Coventry (1450-1509), City of Industry, Victorian Coventry (1837-1901)
and City of Dreams, exploring Coventry from World War II to the present day (1939 onwards). I focused on
the latter part of the exhibition, City of Dreams, which covers the main events I want to investigate. The
story of modern Coventry is one of movement and change. Change being my main focus for this brief. This
has been more dramatic then at any other time in the city’s history so City of Dreams is where I did most of
my research and documentation. I circulated around the exhibition backwards almost, starting from present
times, working my way back through its history.

[gallery type=”square” ids=”21256,21246,21247,21248,21249,21250,21251,21252,21253”]

Stand Up For Your Rights (1970-1980), this part of the exhibition informs the audience of Coven-
try’s economic decline in the 1970’s and the threatening rise of strikes and protests. Coventry was once
booming, the ‘it’ city for jobs and employment. However, by the 70’s with Britain under the Conservative
Government and the rise of Margaret Thatcher this all came crashing disastrously down and saw the end
of Coventry’s economic success. With this, the people’s sense of optimism, confidence and reconciliation
vanished.

At least 40,000 jobs were lost in Coventry during the 1970’s and 1980’s. As unemployment soared
Coventry people joined others across the country in strikes and protests like the People’s March for
jobs. Economic problems and shortage of jobs contributed to an increasing number of anti-immigration
demonstrations and racist attacks. Groups such as the Indian Workers Association in Coventry were at the
forefront. It was also a time for more general protests against world events. This piece of Coventry’s history
evidences sufficiently how a person’s environment can drastically transform their behaviour. This was a time
of growing unrest and confrontation, quite different to the behaviour witnessed after the Blitz. Racism,
angst and frustration engulfed the city whilst unemployment and these feelings within the city are sadly still
evident today.

In this part of the exhibition Thatcher’s presence is rife. I couldn’t help but feel her power and
leadership during this period were responsible for the economic decline in Coventry, which thus changed the
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people of Coventry forever and mostly for the worst. The space displays titles similar to newspaper cuttings
emphasizing the horrific decline in jobs and money, ‘5O years of Triumph history ends in city’ or ‘300 more
jobs go’. The display exudes angst and a sudden change in Coventry and its people. I want to research more
about Thatcher and her affect on workers and unemployment as I’m lacking thorough knowledge on this
period.

[gallery type=”square” ids=”21255,21254”]

Another change Coventry went through was mixing with different cultures and foreigners, repre-
sented in the Moving In, Mixing In part of the exhibition. People from across the world, both far and wide,
Asia, Africa, the Caribbean and Ireland were living in Coventry before World War II but its peak came in
the 1950’s-1960’s. Migrants came for a multitude of reasons. Some were escaping troubles in their homelands,
others due to the British government’s call to help rebuild the city after the war or to work in the NHS whilst
the thriving industries were also appealing. My maternal and paternal grandparents travelled to Coventry
because of work opportunities.

Many migrants have shaped and incorporated their own diverse cultures into the lives of Coventry
people and the city’s landscape. There are now mosques and foreign food and clothing shops. Coventry
is continually evolving even now as it is now home to many oversea migrants, wanting to seek better
opportunities of work and education. One could argue that the insights into different cultures and people
have broadened the minds of the Coventry people and are now more open to new ways of living. The people
of Coventry I feel are more accepting and open to migrants in modern times, although sometimes it can be a
struggle.

[gallery type=”square” ids=”21258,21259,21260,21261,21262,21263,21264,21265,21266,21270,212 71”]

Coventry was at its economic and industrial peak in the 50’s-60, which is evidenced and displayed
in the Coventry Ltd part of the exhibition space. Again I’m quickly prompted to visit the Transport Museum
to learn more about Coventry’s vehicle and aircraft industries, which I will be sure to do in due course!
However, I do learn of key parts of vehicles and aircrafts, which were designed and made in Coventry. I also
learn that the success of Coventry’s engineering industries made Coventry a boomtown, where jobs were
easy to find and wages were high, specifically in the car industry, as suggested in the Mixing In part of the
exhibition. Coventry and its people were riveting, exciting and shimmering!

In the city car making was the biggest industry and employed approximately 50,000 people. Em-
ployment was at an all time high! FACT: Over a quarter of all the cars produced in Britain were made in
Coventry, which I find quite impressive. The city’s car workers were among the highest paid factory workers
in the country, no wonder the people of Coventry had so much pride and confidence! The reason employment
was thriving was due to the fact the workforce included not only highly skilled engineers but also less skilled
people who worked on production lines. This type of work would mean doing the same thing over and over
again, the work was repetitive but the pay was still good and better then other places in the country!

Coventry’s industrial success and high employability attracted many oversea migrants. However,
people from the Caribbean and south Asia in particular found it challenging to get a skilled job in the
engineering industries and if they were given a job, they were summoned to unpleasant and poorly paid jobs.
Racism is something that has reappeared within Coventry’s history and its people. This outlook could have
been caused from unresolved feelings of World War II or the idealistic idea of the Jones’s. A saddening part
but apart of the Coventry history and society still.

[gallery type=”square” ids=”21269,21267,21268”]
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However, I do feel these feelings have diminished with time and are less existent within modern
Coventry. And there’s hope still as Coventry not only has opened and accepted different races and cultures
but also genders and different sexualities. In the Queering in Coventry section of Coventry, where delightfully
reminded with bright colours how far Coventry and its people have evolved, becoming another city that
supports LGBT, Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals and Transsexuals. Your Coventry, work with community groups
to produce displays exploring aspects of local history and the lives of Coventry people, which are displayed
on small screens in the exhibition. There was a small screen for Queering in Coventry, where people in
Coventry discussed their experiences of LGBT. It was refreshing and enlightening and made me proud to see
how Coventry and its people have matured and become more accepting as years have gone by.

[gallery type=”square” ids=”21272,21273,21274,21275,21276,21277,21278,21279,21280,21281,212
82,21283,21296,21297”]

The next part of the exhibition I wondered upon was that of World War II and The Blitz. The
focus on industries and work is still poignant even during the war as Coventry’s industries played a vital role
in making products to help the war effort. The greatest contribution was producing aero engines and aircraft.

These industries made Coventry a target for air attacks. Special measures such as blackouts made
the factories harder for the German aeroplanes to find. Factories were also built outside the city to avoid the
worst of the raids, as Andy had mentioned when we met up, known as shadow factories. Coventry’s people
possessed a strong work ethic during these years. Factories operated 24 hours a day and workers had to
work long shifts. Production even continued through the air raid warnings. In the raid of 14th November
1940, The Blitz, 111 factories were damaged but production soon resumed in the majority of places. Walking
through this space made me proud of the people of Coventry. No matter what the odds, people continued,
worked and wanted to better themselves and their community. Their efforts are ones that should never be
ignored or forgotten despite crumbling circumstances after. It shows how pressure and the conflict of war
can actually make a city and its people stronger and more determined. I then watched a video on the Blitz,
which featured the aftermath and news reports after the event, which I recorded for reference. It shows the
people of Coventry uniting to tidy the damages the Blitz caused at the Cathedral and a sense of peace and
reconciliation exudes. However, it also shows hysteria and panic, which grasped the city, nonetheless, despite
all odds the city revived. I’ve looked at various articles online regarding The Blitz and the aftermath, which
I hope to go into more detail with. [gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21284,21285,21286,21287”] After looking
through The Blitz part of the exhibition, I accidently wandered onto the Victorian Coventry space. However,
I did come to learn about the cities past leading industries during this period: watch making and ribbon
weaving. Watch making was an important industry in Victorian Coventry. It reached its peak in the 1880’s
when around 3500 workers were involved. Many people started at the age of 10, taking parts from workshop
to workshop then by 174 would begin a seven year apprenticeship, eventually setting up businesses of their
own for some. Making a watch was a highly skilled and complex job, thus paying greatly. One watch was
made by up to 30 workers! Each specializing in a particular task, going from one workshop to the next
until the watch was completed! Intricate! Coventry was one of the main centres of watch production in
Britain. [gallery type=”square” ids=”21288,21289,21290,21291,21292,21293,21294,21295”] Ribbon weaving
was another great industry in Coventry until around 1860 but never paid as well as watch making. The
industry began in the 1600’s. By the 1850’s around 10,000 people worked in the industry, including important
characters such as Charles Bray, a prosperous ribbon manufacturer/philosopher and the Cash brothers. The
changing fortunes affected the entire city as ribbons were in high demand due to current fashions. However,
the ribbon industry suffered a major crisis in 1860 when the government signed a treaty with France, which
made French ribbons cheaper than Coventry ribbons. As an outcome the Coventry ribbon industry suffered a
terrible decline whereby many weavers lost their jobs and several manufacturers went bust and the industry
never recovered. After walking round the exhibition I come to learn more about the people of Coventry’s
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strong work ethic and Coventry’s leading industries throughout the years. It’s become clear that events such
as war or migrants and/or governments in power have affected the behaviours and actions of the people
in Coventry, which I will explore in more depth but nonetheless the changes in landscape and society have
altered the actions of Coventry people.

The Blitz, Shadow Factories and Change of Plans Due to World War II (2013-06-06 13:41)

[1]
As late as 1920 Coventry was being described as one of the best preserved mediaeval towns in Europe.
However, in years passing the ancient streets were beginning to be cleared as car city could no longer support
a mediaeval street pattern. Therefore, Luftwaffe merely accelerated what had already begun and forced
Coventry’s building plans and aspirations into action whilst altering the city of Coventry forever.

On the 14th November 1940 Coventry was subjected to the single most concentrated bombing raid so
far on a British city in World War II. It was the first attempt in history to destroy an entire city in a single
air attack, bringing Coventry to the immediate attention of the entire world. The Ministry of Information
chose to make use of the press to expose the brutality of the Nazi’s. Reporting the mass destruction on
Coventry buildings and homes, in particular the beautiful medieval Cathedral brought scorn on the enemy
from all corners of the civilised world. But why this inhumane attack on Coventry? Despite the government’s
reluctance to declare that another war was likely to happen, preparations were already being made in case the
unthinkable happened as early as 1934. The First World War had prompted the growth of many armament
factories in Coventry and this was revived once more with the imminent arrival of World War II. Coventry
became one of the keys areas for the mass production of war-related products. The majority of the cities
factories were turned over to war production. The cities booming motor, bicycle and air craft industries
combined with its large manufacturing capacity and meticulous engineering skills, the city and its people
became an obvious threat. The growth of shadow factories also contributed to the threat and changed the
shape of Coventry and its people. People’s occupations were changed in order to help with the war efforts
and the developments of factories engulfed the city. The changes in circumstances, that being World War II,
pushed the Coventry people to work harder, adapt and come together to make the city and country stronger
through the 1930’s to 1950’s. The changing landscape of the city has throughout history certainly changed
the behaviour of its people, responding with strength and courage the majority of the time, which I feel
proud of. [gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21302”] World War II meant plans for the city had to change
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and factories expand and prosper, which introduced the Shadow Factory Scheme which was created by [2]Sir
Kingsley Wood and headed by [3]Herbert Austin. The plan had two parts:

• Development of nine new factories

• Extensions to existing factory complexes to allow either easier switching to aircraft industry capability,
or production capacity expansion

This plan affected the current factories in Coventry and also made way for new ones. Under the scheme
four new factories were built in Coventry during 1936 and 1937. On the Fletchamstead Highway, were
constructed the Standard No. 1 Shadow Factory and a separate shop for the manufacture of the Hobson
Carburettor, an aircraft engine widely used in car and air-plane engines during the 20th Century. Daimler,
the car manufactures, No. 1 Shadow Factory was built near the parent groups at Capmartin Road. The
Rootes Group, another auto-mobile manufacture, opened their Shadow Factory in Stoke Aldermoor near the
works of the Humber Motor Company. Factories were built rapidly which changed significantly changed the
occupational pattern of Coventry between 1932 and 1938 (see table 1 taken from Twentieth Century Coventry,
by Kenneth Richardson) However, the scheme titled ‘Scheme F’ did have its drawbacks. The plan was
expected to produce 8000 front line aircraft in three years and had only produced half. As a result the plan
needed to change to secure a dramatic speed up of products. Table 1 Change in Occupations between 1932
and 1938 Industry 1932 1938 Engineering 4165 8937 Iron Founding 1420 1989 Electrical Manufacturing
4935 3093 Vehicles and Air Craft 29, 658 41, 825 Electrical Communities 41 6376 Metal Industries 4932
5919 The logical answer was an entirely new series of factories. Manufacturers, much to their surprise, were
offered a second factory. Rover were asked to build another three times as big as, and next to, the one they
already had at Solihull. Daimler wanted their No. 2 Factory to be in a different town altogether, but was
told it had to be within five miles of the Standard No. 2 which was being sited on the edge of Coventry
at Banner Lane. The Rootes No. 2, the last to be planned and built, was at Ryton-on-Dunsmore, to the
south of the city. The second Shadow Scheme was for the Hercules engine. Table 2 Workers Employed in
Shadow Factories, 13th August 1943 Factory Location Number of Employers Daimler No. 1 Capmartin
Road 2584 Daimler No. 2 Browns Lane 5321 Hobson Aero Components Holbrook Lane 590 Rootes No.
1 Aldermoor Lane Rootes No. 2 Ryton-on-Dunsmore 5528 Standard No. 1 Fletchamstead Highway 4323
Standard No. 2 Banner Lane 6064 When the shadow factories were fully extended during 1943 and 1944, they
were producing 800 engines a month, four times what was initially expected. The workers they employed had
become a significant proportion of the city’s labour-force. (Table 2) Half the aircraft flown from this country
during the war were actually produced by the two firms of Vickers Armstrong and Hawker Siddely, and the
latter was significantly present in Coventry. The Group had three factories in Coventry and their wartime
contribution lay in the production of bombers including Whitley, Hurricane, Spitfire and Blenheim. The
Coventry people were increasing their skills, providing for the country on an enormous scale and were working
incredibly hard, efforts which continued throughout the duration of the war. It’s something quite special and
admirable. Coventry remained a great centre of production in its own right, but this was threatened through
raid attacks during the war. From the 21st October 1940 the real grim business began. Raids were small and
frequent; many moved out of Coventry and commuted to work every day. The local authorities to the south
at Warwick, Leamington and Kenilworth opened halls so that the people of Coventry could get a night’s
sleep. Some even slept in their cars. Then on the night of 14th November 1940, came the greatest raid so
far against an English provincial city. [gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21306,21307”] 400 enemy aircraft
had appeared over the city. They had dropped 500 tons of bombs and landmines and 30,000 incendiaries.
Gradually Coventry’s ancient city centre, the street plan of which had not significantly altered since medieval
times, succumbed to the ferocity of the attack, the likes of which had never been seen in any town of its
size before. The beautiful medieval church of St. Michael was destroyed, the only British Cathedral to be
destroyed in World War II. All night long the seemingly never-ending attack continued. However, the night
brought about many acts of heroism, but equally, many of indescribable terror. For example, Fire Brigades
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from Stoke-on-Trent, Nottingham and Solihull came to help the people of Coventry, as The National Fire
Service was not yet in existence. However, their brave attempts to tame the burning cities flames failed as
the water mains were hit by explosives. There were sixteen year old boys who kept communications open
after landmines had been destroyed, riding bicycles which soon had their tyres cut to pieces by glass on the
roads. A moment of terror was responded with bravery and courage from the people of Coventry, something
very admirable. [gallery type=”square” ids=”21303,21304”] As the raiders withdrew and the weary men and
women on the ground savoured the rare pleasure of being still alive, the work began assessing the damage
and doing something about it. 554 people had been killed and 865 seriously injured. The historic Cathedral
of St. Michael’s was a gutted ruin with only its great tower and spire intact. 75 % of the city’s industry
had been destroyed and so had 46,000 homes. The city lacked telephones and water, as it lacked shops and
food. [gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21305”] On the 15th November 1940 the centre of Coventry seemed
to belong to the dead. Hysteria and fear gripped the city which meant many fled Coventry never to return.
The train station was immobilised and factories forced to close. Nonetheless, with the help of militaries, the
streets were cleared, dangerous buildings demolished and civilians also did their part. The people of Coventry
smiled with bravery for news reporters and cameras, showing clearly that the Germans could not break the
British spirit! Coventry’s people came together and accepted what had happened. Coventry slowly re-built
the city, allowing to change the entire landscape if so desired. This brought many new and exciting plans for
Coventry, its buildings and people.

1. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/cov.jpg

2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kingsley_Wood

3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herbert_Austin

Post War Plans, Changes and Redevelopments (2013-06-06 14:02)

After the war Coventry worked hard to build a city of peace and reconciliation. Coventry first twinned with
Stalingrad (Volgograd) a city that had experienced a similar fate and later with Dresden in Germany.

[gallery type=”square” ids=”21312”]

The medieval cathedral was heavily ruined, which traced its roots to the 12th century, a terrible
loss. The new cathedral could have been built over this same site instead of adjacent to it, but the architect
resolved to retain these walls as a memorial. The rebuilt Coventry Cathedral has become recognised as a
world centre for reconciliation. However, rebuilding the city and plans on how to revive the Cathedral was a
laborious task.

[gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21313”]

The city centre had been destroyed but had made way to completely re-vision the landscape of
Coventry. Even before the Second World War broke out, the architectural department at Coventry Council
were drawing up ways of rebuilding the outdated medieval city. Such a department would previously have
been an extravagance, but there were major plans in the pipeline for the city mostly coming from the
brainchild of Donald Gibson, who headed the young team in 1938.

In the winter of 1945-6 the centre of Coventry was still a grey, unpainted wasteland with cellars
and temporary corrugated-iron buildings where once prosperous shops stood; but something more than shops,
cinemas and public houses had gone. The life of a whole community had been dislocated and those who
could remember the cheerful, friendly pre-war shopping crowds were painfully aware of the change. Whilst
grieving along with the rest of Coventry’s population, once the rubble was cleared the City Architect and the
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council were not slow to publicise the positive aspect of the blitz and grasp the fact that the [1]bombing had
presented them with a clean canvas on which to build a new city. It seemed to many that the Gibson plan,
prepared by a young and daring architect without regard to cost, was calling them to do something far more
important than to merely rebuild the city centre; the best of them felt that they would be remaking the
city’s soul.

The council emphasised the idea of reconstructing the city to be ”modern” and several of their
plans involved ruthlessly sweeping away much of our heritage. However, many of the plans did not come to
full fruition and so Coventry still has many of its traditional medieval traits. Some modern plans had to be
compromised also due to lack of funding, thus some of the buildings did not meet up to what was initially
intended. There was emphasise on improvement of the road system and of shopping facilities in the centre of
the city and the provision of adequate housing and other services all loomed large in the city’s rebuilding
plans.

[gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21314”]

In relation to the rebuilding of the Cathedral, initially, in 1942, Sir Giles Gilbert Scott was asked
to design the new cathedral. However, his plan and design were rejected by the Royal Arts Commission and
so in 1950 a competition was held open to any architect from the British Commonwealth, to find the most
suitable design for the replacement cathedral. Sir Basil Spence won the competition in 1950 with his riveting
and fresh design despite its controversy due to its unorthodox style. Spence’s original plan does not deviate
too far from what the Cathedral looks like today, making it apparent he knew exactly what he wanted the
building to look like.

Work officially began in 1954 and the structure was completed in 1962. The structure of St. Michael and the
Devil created by Sir Jacob Epstein was also added. Unfortunately due to his death in 1959, he never got
to see his creation on the Cathedral. The Consecration of our New Cathedral was carried out on Friday
25th May 1962 in the presence of the Queen. It was a delightful moment for the people of the Coventry the
Cathedral had been revived to modern grandeur and got world-wide recognition, something for the people to
celebrate and be proud of. A city that rose out of the ashes like the legend of the Phoenix. However, there
was still the rest of the city to revive.

[gallery type=”square” ids=”21316,21315,21318,21317”]

Throughout these years there was an atmosphere of excitement in Coventry. People who were in
the city described it as rather like being in a gold rush town. There were the same high rewards to be won in
the factories of this modern boom town and everywhere there were temporary homes and shops of wood and
tin. The excitement and pride within the people of the Coventry transformed the redevelopment of Coventry
into a place to be argued and fought for. Exhibitions of plans and sketches of the new city centre were held
and models made and shown to the public. There was a feeling that Coventry was attracting the attention of
the entire world and all this helped in maintaining interest at a time when the city was still in rubble more
or less. It made the people of Coventry proud, hopeful and confident, a nice community to be a part of at
the time. The new city, it was hoped, would be a showpiece of modern architecture and an example of daring
and radical planning in the country. However, there were feelings of nostalgia for those who held a deep
attachment to the Old Coventry and wanted to re-create the medieval traits the town was once famous for.

In January 1947 the Public Enquiry into the city’s application for a Declaratory Order under the
1944 Act began. This made it possible for the Corporation to purchase compulsorily 452 acres of land in the
city centre. In July 1948 the Ministry of Town and Country Planning declared 274 acres of this area to be an
Area of Extensive War Damage and a way was opened for the beginning of actual rebuilding in the city.
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Sometime later the Town and Country Planning Act of 1947 came into force giving local planning authorities
even wider powers to regulate the use of plan. This meant Coventry had to produce a development plan
which would give guidelines for as far ahead as to twenty years while leaving the detailed planning flexible as
these may change with time. Coventry City Council presented their Development Plan to the Ministry in
1951 after public enquiries, discussions and meetings. It was officially approved in 1957.

The redevelopments included one of Europe’s first traffic-free shopping precincts whilst the use of
art was hailed at the time as being a breakthrough in existing concepts of urban design. It saw a new
Broadgate which was officially opened by Princess Elizabeth in May 1948, which featured the statue of Lady
Godiva by Sir William Reid-Dick in the centre of the Broadgate Garden. It also saw the creation of the
Upper Precinct. Donald Gibson resigned from his post in Coventry in 1954 and Arthur Ling took his place
with new ideas on how to develop and change Coventry’s landscape.

[gallery type=”square” ids=”21182”]

Ling was in tune with the ideas of earlier planners in the city. He saw the importance of pedes-
trian areas, the development of small, intimate squares where people could sit quietly. The Lower Precinct
was the first to be created along these lines, making for a pleasurable area with easy access. The Belgrade
was redesigned so the main entrance was set in a wall of glass facing not a traffic street, but a small grassed
space with bushes and a fountain. As well as these small, intimacies, Ling reversed the homely style of
Gibson by adding tower blocks to the Coventry landscape. He thought they would add a variety to the
skyline and meant people could once more live in the city centre. Two of these blocks were built, one by
the Lower Precinct and one on the other end of Smithford Way. Lights and glass were used in many of the
constructions bringing the impression of liveliness. Ling also constructed the new swimming baths which is
probably the most impressive building in the city and was completed in 1965. The Coventry landscape now
features tall buildings, glass and sweeping angles and shapes. Coventry has truly transformed after the war.
The city has still been going through developments over recent years with the development of shops and so
on but I shall go into more detail of this later.

The reconstruction of the city for its people, who were once in deep turmoil, revived them and the
city’s landscape. People were united and excited to re-build Coventry to greatness. Jobs were still flowing as
well as hope. This changed during the 70’s due to the decline in industries which hit Coventry hard, but at
least the city was running as normal again.

Images were taken from[2] www.historiccoventry.co.uk and modern photos of the city were taken by
myself.

1. http://www.historiccoventry.co.uk/blitz/myths.php#blankcanvas

2. file://localhost/mnt/ext/blogbooker/tmp/yn4kjt90/www.historiccoventry.co.uk

Herbert Art Gallery: Caught in the Crossfire (2013-06-06 14:10)

[gallery type=”square” ids=”21323,21324,21325”]

To take a breather from books and computer screens I visited Herbert Art Gallery once more to wan-
der around their current show titled, ‘Caught in the Crossfire: Artistic responses to Conflict, Peace and
Reconciliation’. The exhibition begins with an obvious starting point, that of the city of Coventry and
the tragic events that occurred here during World War II. Indeed, the reason for the Herbert to develop
its collection in this way, by introducing the space with Coventry, offers the city’s direct experience of the
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destruction that war could wreak but also the city’s response to the bombing, which shows us that hope
and forgiveness can emerge from the most horrific of situations. Herbert is based in Coventry so not only
highlights the immense damages we suffered but how we overcome them with acts of peace and reconciliation.

[gallery type=”square” ids=”21326,21327”]

I was particularly inspired by Matthew Picton’s sculptures of the twinned cities Coventry and Dresden
which experienced similar fatalities during the Second World War. As I wasn’t aware of the entirety of the
impact the city of Dresden felt, I was keen to learn more and inevitable drew comparisons between the two
cities. The sculpture titled, ‘Dresden 1945’ is based on a map of the city from 1945 and uses burnt and
partially destroyed musical score of Wagner’s Ring of the Niblung, which itself was born out of revolution
and influenced by ideological and destructive fantasies. The sculpture bears silent testament to the former
inhabitants of Dresden and the vanished life within it. Much of the city was destroyed by fire as the Prussians
used oil-filled incendiary bombs, which is reflected through the artist’s choice to burn the papers in which
the sculpture is formed. Half of the city’s most built up area was destroyed and many of its finest palaces
were lost entirely, although the Frauenkirche (Dresden’s landmark church) survived, similarly to Coventry
Cathedral. The Frauenkirche has been rebuilt and Dresden lives on in its third incarnation, bearing witness
to the remarkable ability of humanity to pick it up and start again anew. The sculpture symbolises the
destruction the city felt but also hope and strength as the city has revived.

The sculpture, ‘Coventry 1945’ is placed beside ‘Dresden 1945’ in the exhibition, reflecting how the cities
were twinned and experienced the similar fates caused by the Nazi’s. ‘Coventry 1945’ is also based on a map
of the city taken from 1945 and again has been burnt in accordance with damage depicted on maps that
showed the damaged areas of the city in WW2. Coventry suffered perhaps the most extensive bombing of
any British city being attacked on a number of occasions. Whilst Coventry did not suffer to quite the extent
of Dresden, where tens of thousands died in the firestorm that completely engulfed the city, Coventry did
lose much of its medieval core and industries. Unlike Dresden, the Coventry Cathedral was left a ruin to
commemorate the war showing the people of Coventry’s ability to forgive and make peace with the enemy.

Both sculptures were utterly inspiring and visually grasping. The use of burnt paper symbolizing the
city’s damages I thought was a clever technique whilst the precision and thought in the details is awe-inspiring.
It brings to visual terms very effectively two cities which experienced immense destruction of Second World
War yet revived and made peace.
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Employment History of Coventry (2013-06-06 14:18)

[1] An elevated view looking down onto
the Sapphire car production line at the Armstrong Siddeley car and aircraft engine works 1954 © English
Heritage.NMR

During the twenties, Coventry was becoming the centre of new industries which had no problems of technical
obsolesce to overcome; a centre for the manufacture of motor cars, machine tools, telephones and synthetic
fibres. The city became a magnet for young men from older industrial areas such as South Wales and County
Durham, where the Depression seemed deep and un-ending. For them Coventry meant work and to Coventry
they came. This meant an increase in Coventry’s population and heightening employment. During the
industrial revolution Coventry also became a major centre for textile production and later on watches and
clock manufacture. Coventry has thus become known for hard work and its successful industries, particularly
in motors. This strong work ethic, high employability and industrial success continued throughout and after
the war, despite all odds.
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[2] A ’Double Mamba’ aero engine
under construction at Armstrong Siddeley the car and aircraft engine manufacturers 1954 © English Her-
itage.NMR

On 10th September 1950 a national Sunday newspaper published an article under the headline ‘Blitz town
has become Boom town’. It did not by any means ignore the post war difficulties of life in Coventry; the
city centre was still as the Nazi’s had left it and prices in the shops were applicably higher than those in
neighbouring towns. Coventry had become somewhat of a shanty town of derelict railway coaches and homes
made from corrugated-iron sheeting and wartime hostels and army camps were still occupied by squatters.
The article however concentrated on the large number of jobs that were available in the city, offering £15 a
week. Within the following fortnight 1700 applications by letter were received at the Coventry Employment
Exchange. Coventry was prosperous once more. Full employment was now accepted as an objective by both
political parties and the devaluation of September 1949 was beginning to have its effect. The local trade-union
movement, (an organization whose membership consists of workers and union leaders, united to protect and
promote their common interests) which had acquired great strength during the war, was anxious to maintain
the wartime level of wages as far as possible, and the Korean War was bringing fresh armament contracts
into the city. Coventry also saw the expansion of factories and industries allowing for more jobs. Despite the
effects and destruction caused by the Blitz Coventry, its people and its industries revived and continued to
work and earn a decent wage until the 1970’s.

1. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/

1954-an-elevated-view-looking-down-onto-the-sapphire-car-production-line-at-the-armstrong-siddeley-car-and-aircraft-engine-works-c2a9-english-heritage-nmr.

jpg

2. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/

a-double-mamba-aero-engine-under-construction-at-armstrong-siddeley-the-car-and-aircraft-engine-manufacturers-1954.

jpg
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Margaret Thatcher, Iron Lady and British History (2013-06-06 14:41)

[1]

Around the turn of the 20th Century, Coventry made a name for itself in first bicycle then automobile
manufacture; with such pioneers as Rover plying their trade from the city’s industrial district Coventry
became an important player in the British motor industry until its decline in the 70s. During the war and
post war Coventry was a boomtown for jobs and industries, attracting thousands from across Britain and
overseas. Anyone was able to gain a job and earn a decent wage. However, this steady wave of economic
success suddenly shifted into a devastating tidal wave of unemployment, angst and protests.

This change in economic success and the closure of industries and loss of jobs happened in the 1970’s
when Britain was under the Conservative government and welcomed new political leader: Margaret Thatcher.
To gain a better understanding of greatly hated and admired politician as well as her affects on the people of
Britain I watched ‘Iron Lady’ and read articles on the Internet. Let me focus on ‘Iron Lady’, which has given
me much insight.

‘Iron Lady’ tells the compelling story of Margaret Thatcher, played by Golden Globe Winner for Best
Actress Meryl Streep, a woman who broke new boundaries, smashing through the barriers of gender and
class to be heard in a male-dominated world. The film reflects the power and the prices that are paid for its
gain. Past and present are intertwined with organic footage, sound affects and new reports, making for an
authentic view into a legendary piece of British history.

The picture begins with modern Britain as Thatcher buys milk with an increased price from an Asian
corner shop, confusion and a sense of rush infuses, ‘Milk’s gone up, 49p a pint!’ whilst the news reports
various bombings. Thatcher is haunted by the past, both politically and personally, ‘It used to be about
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doing something. Now it’s about being someone’, often behaving as if she were still Prime Minister and
hallucinating about her late husband, engulfed by a terrible amount of grief and disbelief.

We see glimpses of Thatcher’s teen years working for her fathers business, a small shop and gaining a
place at Oxford University. Self-reliance, business and being an individual are highlighted as key. Flash backs
of Thatcher’s father, a huge influence in her political aspirations, speaks of how the Conservatives believe
in giving people the freedom and opportunity to fulfill their own potential. Especially the young and how
we must encourage our children to aspire to achieve more than we have, as the children of today are the
leaders of tomorrow. Working, leadership and getting up to make a change become inherent to the young
Miss Margaret Roberts.

We witness Thatcher talking at dinner amongst politicians, where her defiance for working people and
econimising are prevalent, yet gender expectations and lack of equality are still defiant barriers. Thatcher,
then Roberts, meets her husband but expresses her need to do something with her life, much more then what
society expects of a woman. Despite this she marries and has twins, a girl and a boy. Alongside this normality,
Thatcher gains a place for the Conservatives, having gained an impressive 29,697 votes, thus becoming a new
Member of Parliament for Finchley in 1959.

Years pass and the Conservative Government are not fulfilling the people of Britain’s high and rightful
expectations. There are losses of jobs and school closures whereby Thatcher is now the Education Secretary
for the Conservative party ‘Teachers cannot teach when there is no heating, no lighting in their classrooms.
And I ask the right honorable Gentlemen, whose fault is that?’ Opposition screams and shouts ‘Yours!’ The
Government at this time forced so many in the public sector into taking strike action to save their own jobs.
The breakdown in essential public services, in transport, in electricity, in sanitation was not the fault of the
Trade Unions but of the Conservative Government it would seem. Power cuts became a regular occurrence;
miners asked for a 35 % increase in wages, which they could not touch, the Government was simply struggling
to make compromises for the sake of the economy. Black outs, no petrol, Britain was compared to the
conditions seen in World War II. All of this was under the reign of politician Heath and people wanted and
were desperate to make way for someone new.

In 1974, Thatcher decided to run for leader of the Conservative Party, eager to shake up the party, not
expecting to gain the place, but just to run. Her appearance and voice were transformed into an authoritive
leader maximizing her appeal, bringing out all her qualities in order to go the full distance, even Prime
Minister, which she never initially intended. Thatcher began to talk with utter conviction, authority and belief.
She supported and believed in the growth of businesses, to put people back into work and to sustain jobs,
‘It’s time to put the Great back into Great Britain’. Inevitably, Thatcher became Leader of the Conservative
Party the same year. Next stop, Prime Minister.

[gallery type=”square” ids=”21338,21339”]

On Friday 4th May 1979, history was made as a Conservative Government led by Margaret Thatcher
was set to lead the country. Prior to this there had never in the West been a woman Prime Minister, becoming
the first woman in British history ever to be invited to form a government. ‘Where there is discord, may
we bring harmony. Where there is error, may we bring truth. Where there is doubt, may we bring faith.
And where there’s despair, may we bring hope’ A prayer of St Francis Of Assisi which Mrs. Thatcher spoke
before entering the most famous address in the world; Number 10, Downing Street. Thatcher became the
longest standing Prime Minister in the 20th Century, leading the country for eleven and a half years. These
flashbacks are interwoven with Thatcher’s current life, mourning her husband, dealing with modern Britain
and persuading people that she is utterly capable and fine. ‘Watch your thoughts, for they become words.
Watch your words, for they become actions. And watch your actions, for they become habits. Watch your
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habits, for they become your character. And watch your character, for it becomes your destiny. What we
think, we become. And I think, I am fine’. This determination and need for hard work I can’t help but feel
are traits within the people of Coventry as I’ve been researching, throughout history we have worked hard and
want to do better, similarly to Thatcher. [gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21335”] [gallery type=”rectangular”
ids=”21337”] Supporters claimed Thatcher transformed the British economy, and reversed the country’s
post-war decline. Her detractors blamed her savage public spending cuts and sweeping privatisation of
education for the country’s struggles. Just two years after quoting St Francis, and speaking of bringing faith,
harmony and hope to the country, the public quickly turned their opinions and thoughts on Thatcher. Whilst
in power she caused the highest rate of unemployment since 1934, the biggest fall in output in steel and coal
production in one year since 1931 and the biggest collapse in industrial production since 1921. Thatcher’s
free market economics were designed to create a growing middle class, ensuring that the rich got richer and
the poor were well irrelevant. In relation to Coventry, the industries certainly felt a soaring decline and less
skilled jobs and jobs in general were no longer available. This period of time in the film is dispersed with
sounds of news reports, protests and gunfire, Thatcher’s speeches, genuine footage of protests and riots, facts
and statistics. One is engulfed in this time of angst and frustration, a whirlwind of recession and decline.
[gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21336”] The country by the 80’s was in one of the deepest recessions we
had ever experienced whilst spending cuts came as a resolution to avoid bankruptcy. This was the time
of sweeping protests and crime across Britain, Coventry included, as described in the Stand Up For Your
Rights in Herbert Art Gallery. People could not pay their mortgages. Manufacturing industries were on their
knees. Honest, hardworking people were losing their homes. The country was split between the employed
and the unemployed, taking part in various protests, March for Jobs being the most poignant. Around 3
million people were unemployed in Britain during this period and Coventry felt the brunt of the Conservative
Government actions. The film then shows a bombing Mr. and Mrs. Thatcher experienced in Brighton, an eye
opening experience for them as they witness what destruction the Conservative Governments actions have
caused in the people of Britain first hand. [gallery type=”square” ids=”21342,21343”] Than the attack on the
Falkland Islands. Despite the disastrous economy Thatcher decided to send out military forces to protect
and fight for the islands. This would mean paying for 28,000 men and 100 ships, 12,000 miles to Argentina, a
price the country could simply not afford. Britain went to war nonetheless, something Thatcher could have
stopped. Thankfully, the Argentineans retreated bringing an end to the war and allowed the British forces to
exploit their success and feel a sense of great achievement. The attack was an unprovoked aggression where
Britain simply responded, as we have in previous conflicts, as evidenced in the people of Coventry after the
Blitz. Coventry responded with unity, strength and courage, as the soldiers did during the Falklands War.
Britain’s celebrations over the success of the Falkland Islands deemed Margaret Thatcher, as the nation’s
darling once more and businesses were also on the up, improving the British economy to greatness again.
However, taxes did become an issue. Thatcher believed the prices of taxes should be the same for everyone,
for the poorest of the poor to multi millionaires. As an outcome angst and protests swept across the country
once more. The issues arisen during Thatcher’s reign over Britain tempted MP’s to take her place as leader.
As an outcome, Thatcher decided to withdraw as Prime Minister, quitting whilst she were still ahead as
it were. Slowly Britain regained their prosperity but the British still struggle today. Thatcher’s time in
government was one of highs and lows, which were reflected in the peoples’ behavior, Coventry included.

1. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/the_iron_lady_5.jpg

Conservative Government Timeline and Coventry (2013-06-06 14:58)

After having understood more sufficiently the changes Thatcher made in leading Britain and its people, I
thought I’d break it down into simpler terms, evidencing the changes within the British people’s behavior,
the people of Coventry in particular, alongside the economic changes from 1970-1990.
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1970 sees the decline and closure of Coventry’s industries and heightening unemployment rates. A feeling of
deflation and angst ensue, as Coventry’s world renowned industrialization and prosperity are weakened.

[gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21352”]

1979 Margaret Thatcher becomes Prime Minister.

One the one hand, the people of Britain are in celebratory and hopeful spirits as they see a chance for
change in order to rebuild a flourishing economy and witness the first woman to lead Britain.

[gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21351”]

1981 the economy had been plunged into full scale recession, but the government still pursued its de-
flationary policies. This came just two years after Thatcher became Prime Minister and she sought to:

• Reduce inflation running at over 20 % in 1979

• Reduce budget deficit.

• Increase efficiency of economy

• Reduce power of Trades Unions

Whilst in power, the Conservatives followed a policy of Monetarism, seeking to control the Money Supply in
order to control inflation. This involved higher interest rates, and higher taxes. This did reduce inflation
from over 20 % to 5 %, but at the cost of a deep recession and unemployment rising to over 3 million.

Once again, the people of Britain were feeling the strain of changing circumstances and those feel-
ings of peace and reconciliation, the Coventry people are so famed for representing are slowly diminishing.
Strikes and protests slowly become the norm for people fighting to sustain their jobs.

And so Thatcher’s leadership also caused severe problems:

Inflation of 27 %
Powerful trades unions causing wage inflation and time lost to strikes.

Closures of factories and industries
Unemployment increasing to a horrific 3 million
High levels of government debt that required politically sensitive borrowing from the IMF.

Unemployment never really recovered from 1981 recession. It was the highest rate of unemploy-
ment than any previous post-war period. Even in the late 1980s, unemployment was over 2 million. A
significant factor was the structural and geographical unemployment caused by industrial decline.

Coventry was once highly industrialized but due to the policies set out by the conservative party,
meant the Coventry landscape was transformed and saw the closure of the majority of its factories.

[gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21350”]

1982 Thatcher sends Britain to war with the Argentinians over the Falkland Islands. 28,000 British airmen,
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sailors and soldiers were sent to the Falkland Islands and a total of 255 British men and women were killed.
Around 2 months later the Argentines declare defeat and the British are in celebration. The success of
winning the war brings the country together once more whilst pride and glee engulf its people.

[gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21354”]

[gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21353”]

1983 saw the People March for Jobs. At the time Thatcher was in power with the Tories and
they were embarking on the wholesale destruction of industry and the privatisation of public assets. This
forced the people of Coventry and people across Britain to stand up and take action. Following the 1981
protest march against unemployment, a second People’s March for Jobs was organised in 1983. This
witnessed people acting outrageously in an attempt to save their jobs and get through to the government.
A country united but not peacefully as seen before. After the increase of migrants living and working in
the U.K, racism and prejudice also became acceptable. Once the city of peace, now the city of struggle and
anger. Its people have turned to crime, violence and substance abuse like no other time before.

1985-1990 saw an economic boom, titled ‘Lawson boom’ and a boom in housing. During the
1980s, the government felt that they had presided over an ’economic miracle’. They felt that the last
recession had removed a lot of inefficient firms. They also felt that supply side policies, such as privatisation,
had been effective in increasing the productivity of the economy and had increased the long run trend rate
of growth. This belief in their own success encouraged them to believe the economy could grow at a much
faster rate than previously. Taxes were largely cut which led to a rise in consumer spending and economic
growth. The relatively low interest rates and the high consumer confidence also sparked a housing boom. As
home ownership grew, house prices also rose, climbing 32 % in the year to March 1989. Equity withdrawal
rose to record levels, which helped increase consumer spending. People in Coventry were fast becoming home
owners, which Thatcher much encouraged. This growth would be followed by a slump during the recession
of the early 1990s, under John Major’s government. The economic growth reached 4-5 % a year; however,
inflation grew to 10 %. This resulted in another recession in 1991-1992.

1990 Margaret Thatcher resigns as Britain slumps into another recession.

Coventry felt the heat of losing its many industries and jobs during this time. The Coventry peo-
ple joined those across the nation demonstrating acts of anger, abuse and racism, an outlash at the
conservative party’s changes in Britain. Before we had responded with peace and reconciliation but now
Coventry was full of angst. However, due to the redevelopments in the city’s education and higher education
facilities, there was hope for its people and city once more.

Coventry, 1985 by Robert Ludlow (2013-06-06 15:05)

Below is a poem written by my Grandad, who witnessed the changes in Coventry due to the country being
led by the conservatives from the 70’s-90’s. It reflects the changes in the cities economy, loss of jobs and
hopes for the future due to intervention of technology and education. My Grandfather certainly didn’t
support or appreciate what Thatcher did to the country which is also evident in the poem.

Coventry, 1985

And when Godiva on her horse
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Rode naked through the town

To save the people from the tax

And ease their frowning brows

Did she know what ere would come

After she was gone

The industry and empathy

The inheritance of her home

The leveled ground, from World War II

The wanton death and carnage

Soak twenty years of labor

From our patronage

And when the motors off the track

Rolled onto the tar

With wages high, the men would say

‘It’s a better life by far’

But now the tracks are standing still

The factories standing empty

The workers standing at the dole

Their faces showing amity

Yes we people now are down

But soon we will arise

Technology is with us now

Let’s hope we will be wise.

21.01.85

By Robert Ludlow
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Education in Coventry History (2013-06-06 15:14)

[1]

Coventry city has experienced the destructions of war, three recessions and major declines in the city’s
main industries, in particular the motor industry. However, what has brought city hope and growing appeal
is its focus and highly regarded educational facilities and focus on making use of technological advancements.
This feeling is also reflected in the poem my Grandfather wrote, years ago in 1985 ‘But soon we will arise,
technology is with us now’. I began researching education within Coventry through history, recognizing the
initial problems post war and its growth and utter success since.

The outbreak of war was to add tremendously to the difficulties of education in Coventry. A total of
8187 school places were removed; 2716 places were taken over by civilian services and 1284 places were
converted into air raid shelters. Due to evacuation teaching and educating children was disturbed as people
had to move job to job and leave city to city for safety. Around 3000 children in Coventry were also seriously
backward owing to the process of evacuation, return, re-evacuation and transfers from one school to another.
Truancy and casual absences were problems throughout Coventry and the rest of the country. A great effort
was required to bring the Coventry education back to the standard prior to the outbreak of war, however,
even this were wanting improvement.

Many changes were made under the Butler Education Act of 1944 the Ministry of Education. The word,
‘elementary’ was abolished by stature and education was to be divided into primary and secondary and
the school leaving age became sixteen and the start of ‘secondary’ would for pupils eleven and over. The
promises of education for all pupils would be according to age, aptitude and abilities and there was a popular
feeling that great advances in education were about to take place, and they were! The Committee also paid
attention to the findings in the Norwood Committee, 1943. The Committee recommended the creation of
three different types of schools; grammar, technical and modern. Selection procedures would be established
in order to place all pupils in the most fitting school. In 1946 Coventry city submitted to the Ministry of
Education its first education development plan drawn up under the new Act where they proposed to create
ten to eleven multilateral schools. These plans were achieved and are all evident in Coventry today.

The comprehensive schools are now such an established part of the Coventry landscape that it’s diffi-
cult to imagine the hardships they had to deal with in school building. There are sixteen comprehensive
schools, four of them Roman Catholic, one Church of England representing the continuation of the old Blue
Coat Charity. The others are directly maintained by the local authority and stand on large sites around the
edge of the city, Tile Hill Wood and Woodlands in the west, Caludon Castle and Woodway Park in the east,
President Kennedy in the north, Finham Park in the south and so on. All are purpose-built and some are
quite pleasant in appearance, many have safe guarded old buildings and natural beauty. For example, the
secondary school I attended in the city, Tile Hill Wood is engulfed with lush trees and a large pond, making
for a peaceful environment. Coventry has fully shared in the astonishing revolution in primary schools also,
80 % of the city’s primary schools is now accommodated in buildings erected in 1950, during the rebuilding
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of Coventry. It becomes clear that Coventry is very much planned in regards to education and improving the
futures of the city’s children as well as creating more teaching jobs. I believe it to be a great feature in the
Coventry landscape and people. It appeals to people nation and worldwide and is a great platform for any
student.

The new comprehensive schools were only one of the signs that education in Coventry was beginning
to move forward again after the long period of stagnation before the war and the difficulties during and after.
A further sign has been a steady growth in the number and size of the establishments for higher education in
Coventry. The city of Coventry is in the centre of England, easily accessible from all directions making it
the ideal place for people from all over the country to come and study here. It also contained many empty
hostels after the war, which was available for any purpose, many of which were converted to teacher training
centres. Recognizing the cities ability to create more higher education facilities, which could improve the
cities economy, bring the city nationwide and worldwide acclaim and attract more people to visit Coventry, a
plan was soon underway.

In 1948, Coventry Education Committee submitted another Development Plan for Further Education. This
put plans in place for the city to have a new College of Art, College of Technology and College of General
Education. Eventually by 1958, the City Council accepted the idea of establishing a university in Coventry.
The city now not only has one university but two, Coventry University and Warwick University. I will now
draw my attention more closely to the plans and establishing of Coventry University but through this research
into the history of education in Coventry, it’s become clear how much it’s apart of this planned city, probably
the most prosperous part to date.

1. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/schools.png

Coventry University, Plans and History (2013-06-06 15:33)

[1]

Coventry University is a British post-1992 university in the city of Coventry, England. It is the second largest
university in the city, the other being the University of Warwick. The origins of Coventry University began
with the College of Art and Technology, which was shortly expanded into what, became the Lanchester
Polytechnic and finally Coventry University. Looking into the history of the expansion of Coventry University,
it becomes clear that the City Councils plans were premeditated in order to improve the stance of the city
and to appeal to the masses both locally and afar, thus improving the reputation of the city and its economy.
Below is a brief outline of the plans and developments of Coventry University and the reasons in my opinion.
I accumulated the information from reading pamphlets from the university library: ‘159 years of progress’
and ‘Coventry Polytechnic Annual Report 1990’.
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Brief Timeline Outlining the Development of Coventry University:

In 1948, the City Council puts plans in place for a new College of Art, Technology and General Edu-
cation.

In 1958, the City Council accepts the establishment of a university in Coventry and plans go underway.

In 1959, the City Council approved Lanchester College of Technology as the name for a new college, in
recognition to the renowned engineer scientist Frederick Lanchester of Lanchester car fame.

In 1961, the Right Honorable Sir David Eccles in KCVO MP officially opened the Lanchester College
of Technology on the 12th May whilst the College of Art took over a former secondary school in Vine Street.
In 1962, the Lanchester College of Technology was designated a Regional College as one of just five at
that time, designed to attract students from towns and neighboring districts. In 1966, the first Lanchester
College of Technology Halls of Residence were opened, a 19 story block on Priory Street. 1968, HRH Prince
Philip officially opened the current Graham Sutherland Building, the housing for the School of Art and
Design, on Gosford Street on 25th June 1968. In 1970, Lanchester Polytechnic, formed by the amalgamation
of the Lanchester College of Technology, Coventry College of Art and the Rugby College of Engineering
Technology was officially designated. In 1971, new Lanchester Polytechnic buildings were officially opened,
comprising a four story block containing Library, lecture theatres and a refectory and a two story block
accommodating the Department of Civil Engineering and Building. In 1973¸ work on N-Block to house
Mathematics, Geography and Urban and Regional Planning began. In 1974, an extension to the Library
was completed. In 1987, in re-evaluation of the Polytechnic’s identity, the Lanchester name was deleted
from the title, largely to avoid confusion with the cities of Manchester and Lancaster. Thus, Coventry
Polytechnic was designated. The same year the institution adopted a new corporate identity, taking as
its symbol, the Phoenix. The legend of the Phoenix is that of a mythical bird which would burn itself to
death on a funeral pyre to rise once more from the ashes with renewed youth and life cycle. Such a symbol
was recognized as a fitting reminder of the way in which the Coventry City Council rebuilt the city after
the war and a symbol the Polytechnic was proud to be associated. In 1990, under restructuring proposals,
the institution adopted a new academic profile, comprising two schools-Art and Design and the Business
School-and three faculties. In 1992, the Further and Higher Education Act enabled Coventry Polytechnic to
adopt the title Coventry University. This resulted in the ability to award its own degrees and an eight-school
structure providing the university with a new, more responsive academic profile. Below are some images
I had taken of Coventry University. The images of the buildings evidence how the university has changed
the city’s landscape and has revived the city by bringing new people and developing new skills in a range of
subjects. It also shows how buildings have been brought new uses such as The Ellen Terry Building and the
developments of completely new ones such as the Hub. Photographs © Sophie Moet [gallery type=”square”
ids=”21144,21136,21146,21219,21215,21212,21210,21110”] The initial plans and further developments that
eventually formed a successful Coventry University were all planned and well thought, made even more
possible when gaining independence in 1989. The Coventry Polytechnic’s concern was to establish a strategic
plan and to devise structures and processes which facilitate greater responsiveness to the environment in
which it operates. They wanted to create equal opportunities, a range of courses, were concerned with
changes in employment and wanted to appeal to a wide range and amount of people across the country and
internationally whilst still remaining in the city, bringing pride to the Coventry landscape and people. Also,
deciding to build the entire University in the heart of city, instead of initial ideas of expanding in to Rugby,
heightens the stigma of the city currently and historically. Also, as Coventry is in the centre of Britain and
its developments in transport, means that’s it’s easily accessible. You can travel to all the main cities from
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Coventry train station. [2]
Even using the symbol of the Phoenix was a well devised plan. It symbolizes the hardships the city has faced
and how it has revived. The ruined Cathedral commemorates the war whilst the new Cathedral, designed
and planned for a particular purpose, reflects the city’s rise from the ashes, as does the governments strategic
plans to re-build the city centre with modern architectural designs. Deciding to even keep medieval and
traditional buildings during this time of re-building was also a strategy. It shows that Coventry will always be
proud of its heritage as well as attracting tourists interested in the city’s history and the Second World War,
I’d imagine. The planning of a University was created for a similar effect, to prove how the city was rapidly
improving, something to be excited about and would feature many modern developments, both educationally
and architecturally. Building new buildings for the university whilst re-renovating old ones for the purpose of
university again was a plan. It proves that how when in Coventry we make use of what we have and revive it,
like the Phoenix but are also developing and with the times. The decisions to form different buildings housing
different subjects such as The School of Art and Design, The Business School, Engineering and a range of
Sciences, reflects how keen the Council were to create courses and opportunities on a wide range of subjects.
This would attract more people to the city showing the diverse range and opportunities the University has
to offer. This again was a clever plan as the increase in population would enhance the city’s economy. It
would create more people to work and spend money in the city, making Coventry prosperous once more. It
would also pave way for new talent and encourage a wide range of skills. Overall, the plans and decisions
in forming Coventry University has been a successful one. The University’s promise to provide opportunity
for educational and personal development of the highest quality, by promoting the advancement and active
dissemination of knowledge and scholarship through teaching, research and consultancy, has attracted the
masses across the country and internationally. Placing the areas of study in a variety of new buildings and
re-renovated ones shows the city’s resourcefulness as well as emphasizing the city’s reputation of rising from
the ashes. The iconic symbol of the Phoenix represents the cities evolution from the damages of the war and
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its great achievements since, the University being a worthy example. Below is a screenshot of[3] Coventry
University website. Positivity, hope and encouragement are all this establishment hope for and has since
moved up 13 places in the Guardian league of universities. The development of education in the city has

been a turning point and represents the city’s ability to revive. [4]

[5]

1. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/covuni.jpg

2. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/coventry.png

3. http://www.coventry.ac.uk/

4. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/covuniwebsite.png

5. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/covuni13.png

University Buildings Prior Purposes (2013-06-06 15:42)

When realizing how much planning has went into Coventry over the years and its changing landscape, I felt
its newest planned development, Coventry University has been the most profound. I began looking into the
different buildings. As in the Coventry City Councils initial plans there was much focus on creating a School
of Art and Design and Business School, I started looking into the Ellen Terry Building and William Morris
Building, both of which have gone through many changes.
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[1]
The Gaumont Palace/Odeon Cinema, Jordan Well, The Ellen Terry Building (Architect W.H.Watkins
1929-31)

The now Ellen Terry Building was opened on October 5th 1931 with ”The Millionaire”(Warner
Bros. 1931) starring George Arliss. The Gaumont Palace was built incorporating the failed ”Coliseum”
Cafe and Dance hall next door (1920-22) which hit financial difficulties after trying to extend and build a
theatre, the unfinished project was acquired and demolished by Bristol Provincial Cinematograph Theatres
Ltd in 1928 who’s architect W H Watkins designed a brick encased steel framed building with a new
frontage on Jordan Well in a Pseudo classical style, clad in cream ”Faïence” tiles. It became the Odeon after
refurbishments in 1967, the previous one of that name being in Far Gosford street. It is now the Ellen Terry
Arts and Media Building of Coventry University the Odeon having relocated to the new ”Skydome” in 1999.
Ellen Terry was a famous actress born in Coventry in 1847.
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[2]
The William Morris Building

I decided to focus more on The William Morris building, which houses Coventry Business School as
it has gone through many changes, in correlation to the events with the city’s history. The metamorphosis of
the William Morris building reflects Coventry’s economic turbulence, the Second World War and modern
improvements as well as changes in British architecture and Coventry’s landscape as a whole. This began to
really excite me. The William Morris building embodies a lot of my research on the planned city of Coventry.
It reflects a multitude of historic events and changes within the city: the cities once strong industrialization,
the cities help in creating war related products, World War II, economic decline, loss of jobs due to the
conservative government, destruction due to feelings of angst and uncertainty and the city today, now less
industrialized but well known for its universities and educational opportunities, thus how it is now a part of
Coventry University.

The William Morris Building Timeline, created with the help of Andy McGeechan

1913 Hotchkiss Machine Guns

1920 Morris Engines and Gear Boxes

1945 Government Stores/Warehouse

1964 Burnt Down

1971 DSS

1992 University
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1995 Developed to William Morris

Above is a brief timeline of different purposes and uses The William Morris Building has had over
the years. The reasons for these changes become obvious when referring to my research. Coventry’s landscape
has changed due to the effects of its industries, war, economy and modern life reflected through which is all
evident in the different uses this building has been summoned to. I hope to create a photo mosaic focusing
on the William Morris Building.

Photographs © Sophie Moet

1. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/dsc_9720.jpg

2. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/dsc_9679.jpg

The William Morris Building History (2013-06-06 16:37)

[gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21111,21114,21127,21128,21132,21133 ”]

The William Morris began life as a Hotchkiss Machine Gun factory in1913. The Hotchkiss com-
pany of France, who were makers of the famous machine gun, hurriedly transferred production to England
during World War I when it looked as if their St. Denis factory near Paris was going to be overrun by the
Germans. Consequently, a factory was erected at Gosford Street, Coventry, and both machines and key staff
were brought over to England so that production could start as soon as possible.

At the end of the War in 1918, the Hotchkiss Factory in Gosford Street, suddenly became short of
work so Hotchkiss agreed to manufacture engines and gearboxes, copied from American designs, for Morris
Motors Ltd. Delivery of these power units started in mid 1919. A few years later Morris started to acquire
some of his suppliers. By May 1923 he had acquired Hotchkiss and renamed it Morris Engines Limited.
Thus, the building goes through its second transformation, becoming Morris Engines Ltd in 1923.

The Hotchkiss Machine Guns factory and its renaming and new purpose to Morris Engines, repre-
sents Coventry’s industrialization of this time. Coventry had numerous jobs, prosperous businesses and
factories and was the key city for the motor and air craft industries throughout both wars and for some time
after. The William Morris’s initial purposes reflects the height of Coventry’s industries and people. The city
attracted people world over due to the amount of jobs opportunity and excited to be amongst big business
and engineer names and manufacturers. It was an exciting and prideful time at which this building was a
large part of.

The buildings we see today of the William Morris building date from around this time, as Morris
invested heavily in the Gosford Street factory and production increased dramatically. American engineers are
said to have judged the production systems to be 20 years ahead of their time and so inevitably its products
were in high demand. However, the site was too restricted to expand the building too much in the same area,
but it was extended slightly. The main larger part of the William Morris is the original building for the
Hotchkiss factory and the shorter bit was added in 1921 by Morris, evident in the image above detailing a
gap between the two parts of the building. As the factory couldn’t be extended much more, at the beginning
of the twenties after William Morris took over the Hotchkiss factory, he later built a new one at Courthouse
Green in order to bring Coventry within his scheme of car production.

[gallery type=”rectangular” ids=”21133,21134,21135,21136,21137”]
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The Gosford Street factory stayed in Morris ownership, but became Nuffield Mechanisations in the
mid 1930’s and produced armaments throughout World War 2. This change in the building represents
Coventry city’s involvement in producing many war-related products during the Second World War. During
this time, again many people travelled to the city to help build and develop war time products to help
demolish the Nazi’s. Again, it was a united time of success, good economy and determination within its
people.

The building appears to have been relatively unaffected by the Blitz of 1940, as photos show it
standing when buildings all around it were destroyed. The building later became offices for the Ministry of
Pensions and National Insurance, a Government warehouse but in June 1964 it suffered a large fire, following
which the upper parts of the building were rebuilt.

In 1971, the building became the Department of Social Security, where people would sign on for
dole money. During the 70’s and 80’s the city was engulfed with unemployment, riots and angst, as did the
rest of the nation due to the changes set out by the Conservative Government led by Margaret Thatcher. It
saw a change in the people of Coventry. Once prided for their hard work and acts of peace and reconciliation,
the people of Coventry were now angry, struggling for money and unemployed. The city’s major factories
were shut down, thus experiencing the its industrialisation decline. The William Morris’ transformation from
a government warehouse to DSS reflects all of the above. Once a building for successful businesses creating
worthwhile and thousands of products with high employment and opportunities was now the place for the
unemployed.

The building was then acquired by Coventry University in approximately 2000, where they added
the two modern top floors of accommodation. When looking at my images you can see how the upper floors
have been added to the building. There’s a clear distinction between the different materials used and contrast
between old and new. Red brick was used for the main original building and white stone is used for the
extension and looks much more modern. Giving the building this new purpose of education and new modern
extension reflects the city’s change from the place of successful industries to focusing on education. It also
shows how the city is no longer just a medieval city but has many modern features and modern designs.

The William Morris has gone through all the changes the city has gone through, throughout the
years. From a factory for guns and motor engines which built towards the city’s renowned industries and the
war to a government warehouse for pensions and national insurance then experiencing a mysterious fire to
becoming the DSS for the people of Coventry to sign on for doll money due to the high unemployment the
city was hit by and finally being taken over by Coventry University. The building represents the highs and
lows the city and its people have experienced but more importantly Coventry’s ability to always revive and
respond with peace and success.

When thinking creatively about this brief, to bring this sweet little coincidence into visual terms, I
want to create a short photo film, describing the building’s changes throughout time in correlation to the
city’s historic events.

Photographs © Sophie Moet

Summing Up My Response to 202MC (2013-06-06 16:43)

After discovering the rich history and changes within the city of Coventry, I’ve come to the conclusion that a
planned city is one where its people and council aspire to improve and develop the city’s buildings, landscapes
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and resources to better itself economically, socially and reputably. A planned city requires the willingness
and evidences years of plans, re-plans and changes, a strenuous task but all in order to fulfill the ultimate
goal: to create a great city. It is not one that has developed naturally. It has had much human intervention
and thought. A planned city is one created by ideals and hopes for the future. Coventry embodies all of this.

The Second World War and the aftermath from The Blitz, caused the first major changes in Coventry’s
landscape and plans. As late as 1920 Coventry was being described as one of the best preserved mediaeval
towns in Europe. However, in years passing the ancient streets were beginning to be cleared as car city could
no longer support a mediaeval street pattern. Therefore, Luftwaffe (The Blitz) merely accelerated what had
already begun and forced Coventry’s building plans and aspirations into action whilst altering the city of
Coventry forever.

However, in the winter of 1945-6 the centre of Coventry was still a grey, unpainted wasteland with cel-
lars and temporary corrugated-iron buildings. The life of a whole community had been dislocated and those
who could remember the cheerful, friendly pre-war shopping crowds and successful industries and many
factories were painfully aware of the change. Whilst grieving along with the rest of Coventry’s population,
once the rubble was cleared the City Architect and the council were not slow to publicise the positive aspect
of the blitz and grasp the fact that the bombing had presented them with a clean canvas on which to build a
new city. This offered the chance to re-construct the city from medieval to modern, creating excitement in
the people of the city and catapulting it to worldwide attention as Coventry was about to embark on some
massive changes in its landscape and buildings.

I feel the need to point out that these changes weren’t just to prove to the rest of the world that Coventry
was still standing and determined to regain all that the city had lost and more, it was also to make the city
habitable again. Homes were destroyed, schools demolished and access to necessary food and drink limited.
The changes in the city were necessary in order to survive. But the council did see it as a chance to go further
and beyond and improve the city of Coventry to what before would have been unimaginable or still in the
pipeline.

The landscape and plans for the look of the city of Coventry was also changed due to the switch of ar-
chitectures. Young architect Donald Gibson was the initial architect who led the design and plans for the city.
Gibson’s redevelopments included one of Europe’s first traffic-free shopping precincts, Broadgate and the
Upper Precinct and in creating an overall homely feeling in the city whilst wanting to maintain its medieval
buildings. However, Gibson resigned from his post in Coventry in 1954 and Arthur Ling took his place with
new ideas on how to develop and change Coventry’s landscape. Ling created the redevelopments of The
Lower Precinct, The Belgrade, The Swimming Baths and ultimately reversed the homely style of Gibson by
adding tower blocks to the Coventry landscape. Lights and glass were also used in many of the constructions
bringing the impression of liveliness.

As a result, the Coventry landscape now features tall buildings, glass and sweeping angles and shapes
as well as homely buildings and medieval features. I believe this adds to the appeal of Coventry. The contrast
between modern and new is riveting and further emphasises the city’s reputation of rising from the ashes.
This is also reflected in the plan to keep the old medieval Coventry Cathedral as a ruin, to commemorate the
war and deciding to build a new Cathedral alongside. The city’s landscape shows how we are still intact with
our heritage whilst willing and wanting to make it modern and up to date with the times. This attracts a
multitude of people thus encouraging the improvement of the city’s economy.

Coventry then underwent substantial economic and socio-demographic changes as a result of de-
industrialisation and re-structuring of local economies during the 1970s-80s which saw the country being
governed by a Conservative Party, led by first female Prime Minister in Britain Margaret Thatcher. This
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meant the closure of numerous factories and industries in the city, thus causing mass unemployment. This
economic decline changed plans for the city of Coventry, as now there were buildings needed allocated new
purposes whilst the people in the city were frustrated and amidst angry protests to regain their jobs. Coven-
try’s motor industries never fully restored and the city was left in rubble once more. The current William
Morris Building is a good representation of the city’s change of landscape, plans and people during this time.
The building was in conjunction of the city’s height of industrialization then was suddenly converted to the
Department of Social Security where the Coventry population would visit frequently in order to get their doll
money. This shows the decline in employment and economy.

After being hit by two recessions (1981 and 1991) Coventry was desperate to revive its stance, reputa-
tion and economy. This was all solved through heavily laid out plans on improving educational facilities. The
city made detailed plans to form more higher education schools and colleges, which was a success. The city
created sixteen comprehensive schools. These were built to bring more people from other cities into Coventry
and choose to reside here, as education is important for any growing child. Also, as Coventry is central it’s
easy to access meaning that people from all corners of the country have easy access to a great education
and opportunity in life. Coventry was redeeming its reputation of great opportunity and hope, maybe not in
motor industries anymore, but in a great education. Whilst these plans were all in the workings from the
1940’s, Coventry University was not in the makings really until the 1960’s and finally completed in 1992. The
success of the city’s comprehensive schools was a sign to much greater things and it was.

The city decided to form Coventry University I believe: to continue in improving the higher education
in the city, to give access to others across the country and worldwide for a chance to gain a great education,
to improve the city’s economy but to most importantly once more prove the successes that can be gained out
of hardships (such as the rebuilding of the city after the war). The development of the University over the
year has made the city of Coventry a multi-cultured and bright place to live. It’s creating and encouraging
artistic talents and disciplined sciences. The University has added a new layer of success to the landscape
of Coventry, featuring tall university blocks and student residential blocks. Its riveting and exciting. The
buildings of the buildings combine old and new again fitting in with the theme of Coventry. Fallen, old,
medieval and revived, new and modern. The William Morris Building again reflects this journey and change
in the landscape because from being the DSS it was renovated into The Coventry School of Business. A nice
circular motion, don’t you think?

Overall. I wanted to focus on the William Morris Building to reflect the changes Coventry has gone
through which coincide perfectly with the changes made in this building. Coventry had great industrialisation
and employment which was tested by war and shattered by the government and recessions but the City has
been revived again thanks to education. These changes have also seen changes in the behavior of the people
of Coventry. We responded and became renowned for our acts of peace and reconciliation after the war as
the world witnessed this small town re-build itself entirely and gain back our industries and jobs. This was
shattered after the 1981 recession. Racism, angst, riots and protests were now the norm for the people of
Coventry. This was turned around with the developments in higher education. Coventry is now known for
appealing and welcoming those from other cities and overseas, creating a multi-cultured community. Its
people welcome and celebrate different cultures, unlike in the 1980’s. The city and its people are famed for
its ability to revive like the Phoenix rises from the ashes which has done again and again and will continue in
doing.
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202MC: Creative Response, Bibliography and Blogbooker (2013-06-06 19:10)

[1]

I wanted to focus on the William Morris Building to reflect the changes Coventry has gone through which
coincide perfectly with the changes made in the building itself. The city has experienced a multitude of
changes, successes and failings due to a combination of the following: The Second World War, the city’s
motor industries, war efforts, re-building the city, the conservative government, unemployment, riots, protests,
recessions and education. All of these events have also effected The William Morris building as I’ve outlined
before. To bring this to visual terms I decided to create a photo mosaic and taking into consideration
appropriation. Appropriation can be understood as sampling, borrowing and recycling in order to create a
new work. It’s using somebody else’s work, such as a photograph, changing its context or manipulating it
in someway for example until you create something completely new. I used an image of the William Morris
Building I had taken as the main image then created the mosaic by using images online and images by Andy
McGeechan, the latter I had permission to use.

I wanted to create an image of The William Morris Building out of lots of images to offer the context
and different purposes the building has been summoned to which links with my other areas of research.
Therefore, I collected images of Thatcher, riots, marches in Coventry, post war images, Coventry throughout
that last century, The Second World War and so on to reflect both the buildings rich history as well as the
city’s. Below is my final image, a digital artefact. If I were to have the piece exhibited I would have it blown
up to a large scale, so the audience could see the smaller images more clearly.

Below is a close up of the mosaic parts of the image:
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[2]

[3]Bibliography 202MC

1. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/mymosaic.jpg

2. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/closer.png

3. http://sophmoet.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/bibliography-202mc.pdf
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